AFFORDABLE LEARNING SOLUTIONS AL$ 

AL$ funds $450K+ each year in CSU campus grants to REDUCE COURSE MATERIAL COST for students 

OVER $50M potential student SAVINGS 2018-2019 

26% increase in STUDENT SAVINGS from 2017-2018 

8,405 AL$ campus grants courses REDUCED or eliminated COURSE MATERIAL COSTS 

Potential student savings from CAMPUS AL$ PROGRAMS $93.60 per student 

22 CSU CAMPUSES have passed ACADEMIC/FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTIONS in support of Textbook Affordability 
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AFFORDABLE LEARNING SOLUTIONS

In 2018-19, 338,012 students were served through CAMPUS AL$ PROGRAMS.

70.3% of total CSU student enrollment.

65% of STUDENTS could NOT AFFORD the required text for a course due to HIGH COST (CSUCI Student Survey).

AL$ potential STUDENT SAVINGS over $50M 2018-2019.

YOUR VOICE COUNTS: Five CSU campuses passed STUDENT GOVERNMENT RESOLUTIONS supporting TEXTBOOK AFFORDABILITY.

Look for the ZERO COST COURSE icon in your class schedules.
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